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Abstract—
Energy management in handheld devices is becoming a daunt-

ing task with the growing number of accelerators, increasing
memory demands and high computing capacities required to
support applications with stringent QoS needs. Current DVFS
techniques that modulate power states of a single hardware
component, or even recent proposals that manage multiple
components, can lose out opportunities for attaining high energy
efficiencies that may be possible by leveraging application domain
knowledge. Thus, this paper proposes a coordinated multi-
component energy optimization mechanism for handheld devices,
where the energy profile of different components such as CPU,
memory, GPU and IP cores are considered in unison to trigger
the appropriate DVFS state by exploiting the application domain
knowledge. Specifically, we show that for the important class
of frame-based applications, the domain knowledge - frame
processing rates, component utilization and available slack - can
be used to decide effective DVFS states for each component from
among the numerous choices. With such knowledge, rather than
a brute force search of all speed setting choices, we propose
two simpler heuristics, called Greedy policy and Kaldor-Hicks
compensation policy, to make the decisions at frame boundaries.
Our evaluations with 7 commonly-used Android apps show that
our domain-aware coordinated DVFS policies have 23% better
energy efficiency than the conventionally used Android governors,
and are within ∼9% of an optimal policy that does not drop any
frames.

I. INTRODUCTION

Needless to say, energy consumption is one of the most im-

portant considerations when designing and managing hardware

and software for handheld platforms. Despite considerable

research in the past two decades leading to multi-fold improve-

ments in energy efficiencies, the problem has become all the

more interesting and challenging in current and future hand-

helds for the following two reasons: (1) Users are increasingly

running sophisticated applications that require considerable

computing, memory, storage and networking capabilities, all

under the constraints of real-time interactivity/responsiveness,

e.g., YouTube, video chat, interactive games, etc., and (2)

To accommodate these needs, handhelds are starting to look

like servers, with multiple components – multiple cores, large

memories and storage, specialized accelerators and GPUs –

which can all dissipate high power. The interactivity in many

of these applications involves a steady stream of data that

needs to be periodically processed within a time window.

We broadly refer to this category of important applications

as “frame-based applications” in this paper. It is imperative

to service these interactive and demanding applications on the

multi-component hardware of handhelds in an energy efficient

way.

Customized hardware accelerators (ASICs of IP cores) play

an important role in delivering high energy efficiencies for

such frame-based applications. With pipelined computations

on data that is streamed through them, they avoid the ineffi-

ciencies of a von Neumann architecture in a general purpose

CPU core for performing the same task. Consequently, hand-

helds incorporate several IP cores (decoders, encoders, image-

processors, GPUs, etc.,) for such specialized tasks leaving the

main core(s) for other activities. A single application can, by

itself, employ several such IP cores with data flowing between

such cores, or between the cores and the CPUs. Further,

multiple co-existing applications on such a platform can keep

several such flows of data in play concurrently. Energy efficient

operation of handhelds has to thus (a) ensure that any power

state setting of components does not lead to violations in ap-

plication real-time requirements (for, say, processing a frame),

(b) take into account that several components are involved in

processing such a frame and there could be cascading effects

as a result of slowing down a component when saving power,

and (c) recognize that it may not suffice to only target the main

CPU for power savings since other components could also

contribute significantly. Without a holistic/coordinated power

management strategy, spanning different components, which

understands the needs of these frame-based applications, we

may not be able to make the right trade-offs between energy

savings and application performance needs (SLAs for frames).

The related prior work can be broadly viewed in two

categories. The first set of studies (e.g. [3,5,9,19]) have targeted

such frame-based applications for mobile and embedded de-

vices, resorting to CPU speed setting (DVFS) for reducing

energy within the slack available when processing each frame.

However, unlike the handhelds of yesteryears, the ones that

we consider have many more CPUs, higher memory demands

and several IP cores catering to the flow of such frames.

Equally apportioning any application tolerance/slack to dif-

ferent components, or just setting each component to its most

energy-efficient operating point may not be the best options.

The other set of related studies [11,16,21,26,27,32] do consider

coordinated power mode (DVFS) settings for multiple compo-

nents, especially the main CPUs and memory. However, these

studies have been for general server environments, where the
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domain knowledge about frames, what hardware components

are needed for processing each frame, how much of processing

time is needed by each of these components, and the slack

that is available when processing each frame, is not taken

into consideration. As we will show, a combination of both

holistic/coordinated multi-component power management as

well as knowledge of the application level slack is essential

to achieving the desired levels of application performance in

the most energy efficient manner.

Focusing on this important class of frame-based applica-

tions, this paper examines the design space of a coordinated

multi-component energy management strategy that leverages

domain knowledge on handhelds. To undertake this exercise,

we have considered a number of such off-the-shelf applications

with concurrent parallel flows across the components. In these

applications, what constitutes a frame, what components are

involved in processing a frame, the dependencies in such

processing and the deadline by which such processing needs

to accomplished, are clearly demarcated. We run these ap-

plications on an Android emulator, that provides instruction

level traces which are then fed to a cycle-level simulator [13] to

model (both performance and power of) multiple ARM cores,

the memory system, different IP cores and the System Agent

interconnecting all these components. For the energy analysis,

we have validated the power models used for different ac-

celerators in our experiments with actual measurements on a

Samsung S4 phone. Using the infrastructure, this paper makes

the following contributions:

• We show that even if we have complete application

level (Oracle-based) slack/tolerance information, a strategy

that can only control the power states of the main CPU cores

has the potential to reduce overall system energy by only

8% to adhere to the frame processing guarantees. From a

more practical perspective, today’s common power governors

(like OnDemand in Linux/Android), which have neither such

Oracle knowledge nor do they manage power states beyond

the main CPU cores and memory bus, fall short of even this

target (bringing only 6% improvement).

• On the other hand, a multi-component power mode

control mechanism can further improve the energy savings.

For instance, one could choose the most energy-efficient

DVFS setting for each system component. We show that

such a mechanism, though 34% more energy efficient than

OnDemand, loses up to 95% in terms of performance.

• These motivate the need for recognizing performance

slack in the applications when performing such DVFS for

the different components. Our experiments show that, the

recently-proposed CoScale [16] in the context of CPUs and

main memory of server systems, does leverage the capability

of a coordinated strategy across components and the applica-

tion tolerance factor to provide 15% energy savings. However,

without domain knowledge, it is unable to exploit the slack

available to each frame for amplifying the savings. Without

such knowledge, it has to step in periodically to sample the

execution to figure out which components are being utilized,

how (much) they are being utilized, and use these to hypoth-

IP Abbr. Expansion IP Abbr. Expansion

VD Video Decoder AD Audio Decoder

DC Display Controller VE Video Encoder

MMC Flash Controller MIC Microphone

AE Audio Encoder CAM Camera

IMG Imaging(DSP) SND Sound

TABLE I: IPs used in this paper.

esize what would be the effect of different combinations of

power mode settings for the various components on the frame

performance. Such samples may not necessarily be at the right

time nor for the right duration to estimate all these “domain-

specific” parameters. Effectively tuning the parameters of such

a mechanism (how often to sample? for what duration to

sample? what performance deterioration to tolerate?) needs

to be undertaken not just for each application, but could also

vary across the frames of an application over time.

• We, instead, propose a frame-aware coordinated multi-

component DVFS framework that leverage frame-level slack

and utilization information of components predicted at frame

boundaries. In this context, we propose two mechanisms,

called Greedy policy and Kaldor-Hicks [29] compensation pol-

icy (K&H). The Greedy policy in turn examines three different

options: Maximum Energy First (MEF), Most to Gain First

(MGF) and Slope (△E/△T) First (SDF). These policies use

longer time horizons (16 ms compared to periodic 5 ms

sampling in CoScale) of utilization and slack information for

DVFS settings to provide better energy-performance trade-

offs. It can even choose energy inefficient options for one

component, while offsetting this with higher energy savings

in another. The proposed coordinated energy management

scheme provides ∼23% energy savings in comparison to

OnDemand, with frame drop rates that are less than ∼3%

on average.

II. TARGET PLATFORM AND APPLICATIONS

A. Target Platform

Our target mobile platform is a system-on-chip (SoC), con-

taining cores, devices, accelerators, memory and the system-

agent.1 Devices are those that interact with environment di-

rectly (e.g., display, audio, Wi-Fi) as input or output. Acceler-

ators are the compute engines and most of them are typically

placed within the SoC die. We take a set of accelerators

(Table I) that are commonly used in handheld platforms and

study them in this work. Unless otherwise stated, we use

a 4-CPU system in our experiments. The commonly run

applications (a.k.a. apps) on these platforms are typically

display-bound, i.e., they have a visual aspect to them, such as

audio, video, graphics oriented, or user-interaction based (like

scroll, flick, pinch). We target this work particularly towards

these applications.

B. Target Application Domain

Unlike HPC applications and other compute-intensive

applications, our target applications (shown in Table II) are

1In this work, we use the term “cores” to specifically mean CPU-cores and
we use “IP” interchangeably with CPU cores, or accelerators. Also, we use
the terms “IP” and “accelerator” interchangeably.
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App IP Flows

Angry Birds GPU - DC; AD - SND

Facebook CPU - IMG - DC

Multi-player Game GPU - DC; CPU - VE - NW; AD - SND; MIC - AE - NW

Skype CPU - VD - DC; CAM - VE - NW; AD - SND; MIC - AE - NW

Video Player CPU - VD - DC; AD - SND

Video Record CAM - IMG - DC; CAM - VE - MMC; MIC - AE - MMC

Youtube CPU - VD - DC; AD - SND

TABLE II: Applications and their IP flows.

very user-interactive. As the apps Angry Birds, Skype,

Video-Player, Video-Record and YouTube

are self-explanatory and well-known, for brevity, we do

not describe them. In the Facebook application, a user

interacts with the screen by scrolling through his timeline.

Multi-player Game app is similar to traditional online

multi-player games, where a user screen is encoded before

being transmitted to the other users (described further in [35]).

This app is referred to as MPGame in the rest of this paper.

Our target apps mostly place heavy demands on multiple IPs.

All apps interact with the OS and device drivers to commu-

nicate with the hardware. For example, when a video playback

application is involved, it invokes the media library. The

library, which runs on the core, checks if there is a video and

audio decoder for the file format. It then triggers the respective

IPs concurrently. After each IP finishes its task, it hands over

the data and control to the next IP. This sequence of data

flow across IPs is referred to as IP-flows. For more complex

use-cases like video-recording and Skype, multiple concurrent

flows (2+) are present. A list of all flows present in each of

the applications is listed in Table II.
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Fig. 1: Slack Distribution across all frames in two apps.

Inherent Presence of Slack in Frame-Based Applica-

tions: Due to the frame based nature of these apps, compu-

tations for each frame have to be done at regular intervals

within a stipulated deadline. As human eye can detect even

a 10 ms stutter [2], it is important to stay within this limit to

enable smoothness across frames. The display panels in current

handhelds refresh at 60 MHz (60 Frames Per Second) which

leaves 16.7 ms to compute and render a frame. If a frame

is computed earlier than its deadline (prior frame’s deadline

+ 16.7 ms), the display panel does not pick it till the end

of the frame time. We term this brief moment between the

frame being ready and being picked up by the panel as ‘slack’.

Since frames within an application are more or less similar in

computational complexity, they take similar times. Thus, the

slack present across frames is quite uniform in nature. We can

see this in Figure 1, where we show the % of frames with

a specific value of slack. We observed from our experiments

that all frames are within +/- 10% margin from the slack of

their preceding frame in the use-cases we target.

Literature & 
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Error 

Calibration Evaluation 

Platform

Power 

Measurement 

Setup

Power 
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error

Fig. 2: Power measurement setup and validation process.

III. WHERE IS THE ENERGY SPENT?

The first step in conducting any energy optimization study

of a mobile platform is to understand the power/energy behav-

ior of different components of the system. This is non-trivial

in our case since the power/energy profile of the IPs are not

easily available.

Many prior works have characterized the power and energy

breakdown of multiple devices in a smartphone[6,23,30,31,34,37].

All these works rely on one of the following methods for

measuring the amount of power consumed by a component.

• Using hardware power measurement techniques by con-

necting power leads to components on the motherboard[4,8].

Such measurements are not easily possible due to unavailabil-

ity of motherboard for SoC devices available in the market.

• Using software techniques where energy profiling is done

at an application level. These profilers track the activities of

a program at a function/sub-routine granularity or at thread-

level granularity. For example, micro-benchmarks repeatedly

access a component, and additional power drawn over baseline

is attributed to the component stressed[15,23,31].

• The most commonly-used method is by keeping track

of the amount of time a component is active or awake, and

using the amount of current consumed by the device (in mA)

provided by the device manufacturer. In this way, the total

energy consumed by the app can be approximated. In Android

OS, such a technique is used[36].

In the above techniques, one can directly measure the power

drawn/energy consumed by the different devices (GPS, Wi-Fi,

bluetooth, display) but not the IPs present inside a SoC (such

as GPU, memory controller, audio/video decoder/encoders).

Also, measuring the power drawn by these accelerators using

power monitors is not possible because these IPs are inside the

chip. Further, one cannot statically assign a current or power

value to these accelerators as the power drawn by them is a

function of the amount of computation they need to do, the

parts of the accelerators being used to perform a task, and

their voltage-frequency setting.

Our Power and Performance Evaluation Platform: Our

evaluation framework builds on top of GemDroid[13] which

utilizes Google’s Android open-source emulator [22] to capture

Processor ARM ISA; 4-core processor; OoO w/issue width: 1

Caches 64KB cache line; 32 KB L1-I; 32KB L1-D; 512 KB L2

Memory LPDDR3; 1 channel; 1 rank; 8 Banks

Vdd = 1.2V; tCL,tRP ,tRCD = 12, 12, 12 ns

IP Parameters Aud.Frame: 16KB frame; Vid.Frame: 4K (3840x2160)

Camera Frame: 2560x1620

Required FPS: 60 (16.66ms)

TABLE III: Platform details.
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the complete system-level behavior. GemDroid performs full-

system cycle-level trace based simulation of the platform

including cores, memories, and accelerators. It also incor-

porates DRAMSim2 to accurately model DRAM power and

performance. Further details about the platform including each

component’s parameters are provided in Table III.

For power validation of this framework, we use an iterative

method to determine the realistic minimum and maximum

power drawn by accelerators across multiple use-cases. We

initially started with the numbers available in literature (and

some from vendors) and ran experiments with them on our

simulation infrastructure. We compared the average power

consumed on our simulation framework with the average

power consumed on a Samsung S4 device. To measure device

power, we connected Monsoon Power Monitor [24] to the

battery terminals of a Samsung S4 device, and measured total

system power (at 0.2ms resolution) for the apps that predom-

inantly stress a particular IP. We ran in airplane mode, turned

off GPS, and only bare minimum background activities were

enabled on the phone for over a minute (shown in Figure 2).

We iteratively tuned our model such that the maximum error

on the simulation infrastructure was well within ∼10% of the

actual measurements for the chosen applications. On top of

the existing simulation framework, we capture the power and

performance characteristics of the CPU and IPs as reported in

Table IV.

Component
Min Freq Mhz

(Min V.)

Max.Freq Mhz

(Max V.)

Static

Power

Max Dynamic

Power(W)

Core 300 (0.925) 1800 (1.255) 0.35 3.5W

Memory 400 (1.0) 1000 (1.3) <1.3 W (from DRAMSim2)

VD

200 (0.835) 800 (1.05)

0.1 1.0

VE 0.1 1.5

IMG 0.1 1.5

GPU 0.35 4.0

Other Accs. 0.05 0.5 - 0.75

Devices 300 (0.945) 0.05 0.2 - 0.5

TABLE IV: Frequency, voltage and power values for compo-

nents.

A. Power Breakdown

Using the above framework, we give a detailed power

and energy breakdown of our base platform, cores, memory,

devices and accelerators. To our knowledge, such detailed

breakdown has not been provided in prior literature. Figures 3,

4 and 5 give the breakdown of power, time (latency) and

energy for representative applications.
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SoC platform, shown for different applications.
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Fig. 5: Energy distribution across components for 2 apps.

As expected, the maximum energy is consumed by the base

platform, which includes display power (AMOLED), system-

agent(SA) including memory controller, and the mother-board

power. Next, memory (DRAM) and CPU cores consume high

energy overall. Finally, the accelerators, depending on their

use-cases, consume different amount of energy - VE is a

dominant energy consumer as shown in Figure 5.

Based on the above data, we draw the following observa-

tions to develop better energy-management policies.

• LPDDR memory can also consume high energy. In SoC

platforms, most components are thrifty in consuming power as

the allowed power envelope is very small. LPDDR memory,

though power-efficient, consumes higher energy (Figure 5)

compared to other components. This is because memory needs

to be working (refreshing rows) when any other component

on the platform is working. Keeping components that run for

longer duration in a lower power state has more potential to

give energy benefits.

• Lowering power for some IPs does not translate to sig-

nificant reduction in energy consumed. Even if an IP is power

hungry, it may not be active long enough to be a significant

energy contributor. For example, in YouTube and Skype apps,

although VD is the second biggest power consumer, the energy

it consumes is considerably less. In such cases, although the

energy consumed by such components is small, these may be

critical for the system-wide optimizations. More specifically,

tuning their frequency to a system-wide optimal setting (could

be higher frequency than IP’s own optimal) from a full-system

perspective can potentially lower energy in other parts of the

system, and this forms the crux of our work.

• Based on Figure 4, frame processing time across appli-

cations can vary, and only a small portion is in core. Further,

the energy contribution from the cores is moderate at its best.

Thus, full system energy optimizations need to look further

than the pure core-based solutions.
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B. Energy Characteristics of Different Components

Next, we present the energy characteristics of cores and

accelerators to identify energy optimal frequency points. The

goal here is to illustrate how the energy consumed by cores

and IPs vary as we change their operation frequency. All the

experiments are conducted such that the maximum memory

bandwidth and frequency are made available to the specific

accelerator without any interference or contention from other

components. Manufacturers typically do not release such de-

tails to the public to retain competitive advantage.
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Fig. 6: Energy variation when varying CPU frequency for the

video-recorder app.

Figure 6 shows how energy consumption varies for CPUs

as their frequency is scaled. This is when running the video

recording app and we observed similar characteristics in other

applications as well. We see a typical “U” curve, where the

optimal point lies near 1000Mhz. On the left side of the graph,

energy consumption is high because the core takes more time

to finish the task. On the right side of the graph, because cores

are not energy-proportional to performance, higher frequencies

are sub-optimal.

When IP’s frequencies are varied from 200 Mhz to 800Mhz,

we noted that their energy characteristics are also similar to

CPU energy characteristics. Energy curves for each IP has

not been shown for brevity. Though the trends observed are

similar to the CPU, different accelerators consume energy

in differing ranges. Thus, it becomes important to prioritize

which component to frequency-scale at every opportunity. This

can become important when a performance slack needs to be

distributed across CPUs and IPs in the most energy-efficient

fashion.
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Fig. 7: Impact of memory on energy consumed by cores for

different memory frequencies.

While the above experiments for components were con-

ducted with maximum memory frequency and bandwidth,

once we start constraining the memory making it a bottleneck,

we observe that component’s energy characteristics can change

considerably. This impact of memory on CPU core’s energy is

shown in Figure 7. We observe that lower memory frequency

(than the optimal required) forces the core to consume more

energy to do the same amount of work, and shifts the optimal

frequency setting marginally. This is because it stalls more for

data. Similar observations were shown in previous works [16].

These observations reinforces the fact that because of the

inter-dependency between cores, IPs and memory, any piece-

wise or application oblivious energy management may not

provide maximal energy saving as discussed next.

IV. EVALUATION OF EXISTING PROPOSALS

SoC platforms employ DVFS policies to manage the energy

consumption and performance of a system. From a broader

perspective, energy management policies can be viewed along

two different dimensions: (a) infusing domain awareness into

the policy, and (b) co-ordination across different components.

Existing works in this area mostly fall under one of the

combinations of the above two dimensions – ➊ policies

that are domain-aware, but only one component is taken

into account; ➋ policies that independently optimize multiple

components but do not consider domain knowledge; and

➌ policies that coordinatedly manage multiple components

but do not consider domain knowledge. To our knowledge,

there are NO prior ➍ domain-aware coordinated policies,

where multiple components like CPU cores, accelerators, and

memories are considered together on handhelds, and domain-

knowledge application-slack is leveraged.

Optimal: As a yardstick for comparison, we describe an

optimal DVFS scheme which assumes that the exact slack for

each frame is known at the beginning of the frame. Using

this slack as input to a dynamic programming (brute-force)

algorithm, the most energy efficient frequency settings for

core, memory and IPs are found while making sure perfor-

mance constraints are met. This is the upper-bound scheme,

which gives the best energy efficiency but not implementable.

Note that even if the slack is known ahead for each frame,

this scheme incurs a complexity of O(M*Nn*An), where

M is number of frequency settings for the memory, N is

number of cores and n is number of frequency settings for

core/accelerator, A is number of accelerators.

In the following discussion, we describe some of the pre-

viously proposed schemes in categories ➊, ➋, and ➌, and

motivate our proposal for ➍ using their deficiencies.

A. Domain-Aware, Single-Component DVFS

Application specific systems like MPEG-decoders, image-

recognition devices, and smart-cameras have specific ap-

plication properties that allow for specialized DVFS poli-

cies [1,7,10,14,33]. These policies use the domain knowledge to

their advantage to achieve their goal. They target the frequency

of the highest power consuming component on board, typically

the main processor.

OracleCPU: As there is a large body of such

work[1,5,7,9,10,14,19,25,33]) that have proposed DVFS solutions

for various domains, we choose to implement an ideal oracle

single-component DVFS policy that targets only the CPU

cores (called Oracle-CPU). This policy will utilize oracle

knowledge of each frame’s slack to push the main CPUs

into their optimal most energy-efficient frequency point.

Frequencies of all other components are set at their highest

values.
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B. Independent, Multi-Component DVFS

These policies manage energy consumption of different

components on-board independently (without coordination).

Each component has its own energy management policy to

manage its frequency, either to reduce the energy or increase

performance[17,18,20,28]. In current SoC platforms, many com-

ponents including CPU cores, GPUs, and other high power

consuming accelerators have their own DVFS policies which

are independent of each other. Specifically, in Android, CPU

DVFS policy comes in multiple flavors (called governors [36]

as they govern the performance of cores). We consider the

following 4 representative policies in this space of independent

multi-component DVFS policies.

HighPerformance governor puts all components at their

highest frequency settings with the goal to achieve the best

performance.

PowerSave governor locks all the components in lowest

frequency setting to achieve least power (not necessarily least

energy).

OnDemand governor (default in Android) sets the frequen-

cies of components based on the utilization. Frequency of a

component is set to maximum when utilization goes beyond

a threshold (typically 90%) and gradually reduces once the

utilization falls below the threshold.

ComponentOptimal runs all components (CPU and IPs) at

their respective energy-efficient optimal points (the knees in

the respective curves as in Figures 6 for cores) and memory at

default 433 Mhz without taking performance into considera-

tion. Although this governor has the least energy consumption,

as all components are in their most energy-efficient point, it

may not deliver the required performance.

C. Coordinated, Multi-Component DVFS

In a system with multiple components, frequency settings

for one component can effect other components. For example,

setting the frequency of memory can impact the performance

of core and vice versa. A coordinated DVFS policy, manages

frequencies of multiple components [12,16], taking such mutual

impact into consideration.

CoScale [16] is an example of a coordinated DVFS policy,

which scales CPU and memory frequencies together to achieve

minimal energy consumption in servers. We note that there

has been no such prior proposal in the context of handheld

platforms and we simply use CoScale, a coordinated strategy

across CPUs and memory, for our own platform even though

it has been originally proposed for servers. The idea behind

CoScale is to scale the CPU and memory frequencies together

while keeping the performance within user defined tolerance.

At the beginning of each epoch (5 ms), CoScale profiles the

CPU and memory behavior for a short period (300 us) and

builds models for energy and performance estimation. Using

these models, it runs a greedy heuristic algorithm to determine

the frequencies for CPU and memory that achieves minimal

energy consumption.

The main problem with DVFS policies like CoScale is

that they do not have application domain knowledge – how
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Fig. 8: Energy consumption of different DVFS schemes,

normalized to Optimal.

much slack is there, what components are needed to process

a frame, and how much processing is needed from each such

component, etc. Sampling may not really reveal all the details

of the flow within a frame. While these techniques can work

well for general server systems, in our scenario, lack of domain

awareness can be a serious setback.

D. Energy Savings with Existing DVFS Policies

In Figure 8, we plot the energy consumed by the above

schemes for different applications. All the energy numbers on

y-axis are normalized to the Optimal scheme which yields

the least energy consumption when there are no frame drops.

Their corresponding frame drop-rates are shown in Table V.

First, the Optimal policy is not only ideal in terms of

meeting the performance needs of all the frames, but it also has

energy consumption close to ComponentOptimal in most

cases. We can see that the domain-aware single-component

policy (Oracle-CPU) fares well in two applications (Skype

and Videorecord) but lags behind in others. The four in-

dependent multi-component policies have different energy

and performance characteristics. The HighPerformance

governor consumes the maximum energy, while meeting the

deadlines to display all frames. PowerSave runs all com-

ponents at the lowest frequency, thus missing most frames

(sometimes even complete frames), thus doing less work.

OnDemand governor is relatively better in energy efficiency

than HighPerformance as it has the same performance

as HighPerf with slightly lower energy consumption. The

ComponentOptimal governor consumes the least energy,

as all components run at their most energy-efficient point, but

misses around 75% of the frames on average. CoScale

presents different behaviors depending on the performance

degradation parameter selected (10% degradation results are

shown here) – being very energy efficient in some cases

(as in Videorecord) and missing most deadlines in other

cases. Overall, one can conclude that the existing policies are

optimized for either energy saving or high performance but

not both. In this work, we propose DVFS policies that try to

achieve the best of both worlds.

E. Inefficiency of existing approaches

To understand their shortcomings, we delve deeper into

the gaps of two representative DVFS policies, the default
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Performance

Policy Skype Video-Record Facebook MP-Game

OracleCPU Displays all frames

OnDemand Displays all frames

HighPerformance Displays all frames

PowerSave Misses all frames

ComponentOptimal 37 95 94 0

CoScale 0 58 17 0

Optimal Displays all frames

TABLE V: Performance of different DVFS schemes, given in

terms of number of frame deadlines that were met.
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Mem.
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Wasted Memory Energy 
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Sampling 
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Fig. 9: Problems with profiling based DVFS policies.

OnDemand governor (independent multi-component) and

CoScale (coordinated multi-component), and motivate the

need for a slack-aware coordinated multi-component DVFS.

• Utilization based DVFS may be too late to react:

OnDemand is a utilization (history) based DVFS policy. Based

on the profile information obtained in the last 10 ms, it decides

the core frequencies for the next 10 ms (5 ms if set to

aggressive). Assuming similar policies for the accelerators, we

notice that a reactive change in frequency based on load at a

coarse granularity (of 5 or 10 ms) does not yield the best

results. This is because most IPs typically take a very short

time (around 5 ms) when processing a frame and may not

even be sampled. As shown in Figure 9, the third sampling

point occurs only at the end of the 16 ms and hence misses the

opportunity to change memory frequency to its optimal value.

Thus, appropriate frequencies for the IPs need to be set at the

start of processing a frame, as being reactive misses energy

saving opportunities.

• Profile and Prediction based DVFS may not capture

application semantics: Profile-based DVFS policies, similar

to CoScale, profile for a short span (300 us) and predict the

performance of the system for the next ‘n’ ms. These policies

assume that the same set of IPs running during the profiling

phase will operate till at least the next sampling period.

Unfortunately, such an assumption does not hold true in these

platforms, where all IPs are not active all the time. Without

such information when processing a flow, these policies are

handicapped and miss out on the opportunity to operate in the

most energy-efficient frequency. This is also shown in Figure 9

case (i) where frequency of VD cannot be set appropriately as

the component behavior was not at all sampled. Note that

sampling at a higher rate adds substantial overhead in terms

of energy and performance. In fact, Android does not support

sampling faster than 5 ms.

• Difficulty of finding an appropriate performance

degradation tolerance per application and the need for a

dynamic tolerance: In server and other throughput based sys-

tems targeted in CoScale, there is a well-defined performance

degradation metric (like Cycles Per Instruction) that is more

continuous. In mobile platforms, particularly for display-based

applications, performance is a rather discrete variable - frame

deadline is either met or missed. For example, a tolerance of

20% performance degradation might translate to zero frame

drops and a tolerance of 21% can lead to significant number of

frame drops. There is no well-defined translation from required

frame rate (used in handheld systems) to CPI (used in server

systems). To demonstrate this problem, we plot the unused

slack (indication of frame rate) and energy saving (normalized

to 1% tolerance) for different tolerance% values (between 1%

to 100%) in Figure 10. As we see, tolerance value has a

dramatic effect on unused slack and energy savings in different

applications. In Video-Recorder, moving the tolerance from

1% to even 5% causes significant increase in frame drops.

We also observe that, the same tolerance percentage in one

application might leave a lot of slack (like Video-Player),

or, it misses a lot of frames (as in Video-Recorder) making

a case for per application tolerance values. Even within an

application, one tolerance setting for the whole execution also

may not be suitable because of the dynamic behavior.

Need For Slack Awareness and Coordination across IPs:

The above analysis suggests that we need to (1) leverage

the frame-level slack information, and (2) take into account

the specific IPs involved in an application flow and their

processing times for good energy performance trade-offs.

However, trying to get all such information in an application

oblivious manner through just sampling is very hard.

V. PROPOSED POLICIES AND MECHANISMS

This section describes our slack prediction mechanism and

the proposed coordinated DVFS schemes.

A. Slack Prediction

As mentioned in Section II, our target applications have

more-or-less uniform slack distribution throughout the exe-

cution. From our experiments, we observed that a moving

average of the slack from the 3 previous frames can be a

good predictor of the slack in the next frame, because if there

is contention for resources, it is experienced across multiple

frames. Figure 11 shows the relative error for the same two
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ferent performance degradation thresholds (shown on x-axis

from 1% to 100%).
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Fig. 11: Error in slack prediction for two applications.

applications shown in Figure 1 when such a prediction strategy

is used. We see that our prediction error is within 1 ms in both

the applications over 95% of the time. We conservatively use

a 1 ms guard band to handle any such errors.

Allocating the available slack to multiple IPs with differ-

ent energy characteristics is a multi-parameter optimization

problem. Although the Optimal (brute-force) scheme de-

scribed in previous section is slack-aware and coordinated,

the search space for this optimization includes all possible

combinations of frequency settings for all components. Recall

that the complexity of such a policy is O(m*Nn*An), where

m is number of frequency settings for the memory, N is

number of CPU cores, and n is number of frequency settings

possible for a core/accelerator. Therefore, we resort to more

practical heuristic-based algorithms that have a complexity of

O(m*(N+A)*n).

B. Greedy Policies

Towards this, we explore using greedy algorithms that

push different components to lower frequencies. For these

policies, when slack is predicted to be available (positive

slack), a particular component is chosen (as per policy), and its

frequency is reduced until either the optimal frequency for the

component (shown in the energy curves of different compo-

nents in Figure 6) is reached or the remaining slack becomes

zero. If further slack remains, the next component is chosen

and the process continues. If the predicted slack is negative,

we move the chosen components to higher frequencies. The

order in which the components are chosen is based on the

following heuristics.

Max Energy First (MEF): In this policy, we first order

the components used by the application based on the total

amount of energy consumed in the previous frame for each

flow. We then target the components in increasing order of

energy consumed.

Most to Gain First (MGF): While the above scheme tar-

gets the component consuming maximum energy, it ignores the

possibility that the highest energy consumer might already be

near its optimal point. Because the component energy curves

are concave in nature, as we move closer to the optimal

energy point, benefits in moving to even lower frequencies

diminish. To take this into account, in this policy, we rank the

components based on the difference between energy consumed

by it at its current frequency and its optimal frequency, since

this is the most we can hope to gain from this particular

component.

Slope (△E/△T) First (SDT): The above two policies con-

sider only the energy side of the picture. However, reducing

the frequency of a component has also a cost associated with it

in terms of increasing processing time, diminishing the slack.

The consequent lower slack left provides less room for energy

savings in other components. On the other hand, if we target

a component that will reduce energy but does not use up the

slack much, it can potentially give more overall benefits since

multiple components involved in the flow can be moved to

lower frequencies. Particularly, components which are already

near optimal give minimum benefits in terms of energy, but

consume a large portion of slack. We implement this scheme

by ranking the components based on the ratio of energy saved

to the slack consumed for the next frequency jump for each

component, and choose the one with the maximum value.

C. Kaldor-Hicks Compensation Policy (K&H)

Note that, in the above three policies, if enough slack is

present, we never move a chosen component to a higher

frequency. Therefore, one can view these policies as Pareto-

efficient, because at no point during the execution the algo-

rithm would make a component worse off to make another

well off.

On the other hand, it may sometimes pay off to slightly in-

crease the energy of some component to get significant savings

in another. Kaldor-Hicks Compensation [29] captures some of

the intuitive appeal of Pareto efficiency, but has less stringent

criteria allowing more such options to be considered. Under

this theory, an outcome is more efficient if those components

that are made better off could in theory compensate those that

are made worse off and in total can lead to a globally optimal

outcome.

In this policy, we target the component that will create the

most slack with least increase in energy when its frequency is

increased. We then increase its frequency to a point of enough

slack that allows another (more energy consuming component,

i.e., △E/△slack) to move to a lower frequency. This process

is repeated until such a trade-off seems inefficient.

To add clarity to how the above policies would operate,

we show a pictorial representation of greedy policies in

Figure 13 and Kaldor-Hicks policy in Figure 14 (pseudocodes

of the corresponding algorithms are given in Figure 12). In

this example scenario, the system is trying to apportion the

available slack ( 5 ms) to 2 components – VD and memory.

According to greedy SDT policy it was beneficial to move

both to lower frequencies such that the slack left was around

0 ms. In Kaldor-Hicks policy, because energy saved by moving

memory to a lower frequency is higher than moving VD to

a lower frequency (note the slope of memory energy curve

in Figure 14(b) is steeper than VD’s energy curve), memory

should be reduced to a lower frequency. But, as this move

needs extra slack, we push the VD to higher frequency from

600 Mhz to 900 Mhz as shown. Note that such energy trade-

offs between components are made if, and only if, the system

has net energy benefit.
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1. Collect time took and energy spent by each 
component in previous frame

2. Predict slack based on recent history

3. For each IP in the application flow and memory 
i. Compute the energy difference from energy at optimal 

frequency

ii. Compute the time difference from time at optimal frequency

iii. Compute the ratio of energy difference and time difference

4. Sort the components based on the energy-time 
ratio

(a) Common Algorithm to both Policies

If (slack < 0), [do same as in Greedy case]

While (slack > 0) {

i. Select component with highest energy-time 

ratio

ii.Reduce the frequency of the selected component 

till optimal frequency is reached

}

While (optimal frequency is not reached) {

i. Estimate energy saving & slack needed to 

reduce the frequency by one step

ii.Inc. frequency of component with lowest 

energy-time ratio to create slack

iii.Use created slack to reduce the frequency of 

the component selected in step 1

}

While (slack < 0) {

i. Select component with lowest energy-

time ratio

ii.Increase the frequency of the 

selected component as much as 

possible to make slack positive

iii.If slack > 0, then return

}

While (slack > 0){

i. Select the component with next 

highest energy-time ratio

ii.Reduce the frequency of the selected 

component till optimal freq. to use 

the slack

}

Greedy Policies Kaldor-Hicks (K&H)

(b) Policy Description

Fig. 12: Algorithm employed to compute frequencies for components using greedy and K&H policy

D. Implementation Details

In current systems, governors are implemented in software

(OS) and they primarily govern CPU cores along with cache

and memory bus. Every sampling period (default 10ms), the

governor checks the OS task queue to estimate the load for

the next epoch, and sets the frequencies of CPU, cache and

memory bus according to the predefined voltage-frequency

settings. We follow a similar software-based approach, with

the enhancement of controlling the frequencies for DRAMs

and IPs as well.

Time and Energy Models: We build time and energy

models for different components based on the characteristics

shown in Section III-B and previous frame history. At runtime,

statistics like time and activity of different components in the

previous frame are tracked by the OS to determine the FPS

and battery consumption of the system. In Android, whenever

a component completes its task, it sends an interrupt back to

the OS to trigger the next IP in flow, and we leverage this

feature.

For accelerators and devices, building time models is

straightforward as they are very predictable across data blocks.

For CPU cores, we built a model based upon the one pro-

posed in [16], which considers the % of compute vs. memory

instructions in the last frame. We use this to estimate the time

taken at different frequencies. As mentioned in Section III-B

(see Figure 7), memory bandwidth has a big impact on the

execution time and energy. To account for this, for CPUs, we

scale its memory stall time with change in memory frequency.
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Fig. 14: A pictorial representation of Kaldor-Hicks policy

For other IPs, their bandwidth requirement is known apriori.

If the available bandwidth is lesser than required, then their

memory stall time is scaled accordingly. Otherwise, memory

does not impact the time for that IP.

For energy model, we split the power consumed by a

component in the previous frame into static and dynamic parts.

The new static energy is calculated using static power and the

estimated time at the new frequency. We estimate the dynamic

energy assuming the same dynamic activity as previous frame,

and the voltage and frequency values at the new frequency.

Hardware Support: From a hardware perspective, IPs need

to support frequency changes based on the DVFS policy.

Currently, the OS communicates with the IP by writing into

its registers through its device drivers. We leverage the same.

Overheads: The governors proposed in this paper inher-

ently have lesser runtime overheads than existing governors

since we take DVFS decisions only at frame boundaries (16ms

for 60FPS requirement), instead of every 5ms or 10ms as done

in other governors [16,36].

VI. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

Evaluation Metrics: We use the amount of energy con-

sumed (in milli-joules) per frame as the metric to compare the

energy efficiency of different DVFS policies. For performance,

we use the percentage of frames dropped by the application.

Note that, if a frame is dropped during execution, it is not

counted towards FPS, but it contributes towards the energy

consumed.

A. Results
We present the energy and performance results seen across

the set of DVFS policies evaluated in this work. We added

support for all these policies in our evaluation platform. We

used the power and frequency settings provided in Table IV

for all components. Also, an application’s run time is kept

constant (few tens of seconds), while we ran the same part of

the trace for all policies, with the same 60 FPS requirement.The plots in Figure 15, show the energy per frame for six

different applications We normalized the energy consumed per

frame to the Optimal policy. Recall that Optimal is an

ideal energy-efficient policy with performance guarantees.

In the results shown, the OracleCPU policy is the ideal

version of any single-component DVFS policy. We see that

even such an ideal implementation consumes 37.8% more

energy than the optimal case on average. This is attributed

to the fact that this policy does not adjust the frequencies of
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Fig. 15: Energy Per Frame normalized to the Optimal policy. (Lower is better).
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Fig. 16: Dynamic behavior of SDT Greedy Policy and

Kaldor&Hicks policy in YouTube app.

DVFS Policy VidPlay VidRec Skype AngryBirds Facebook MPGame

OracleCPU 0 0 0 0 0 0

OnDemand 0 0 0 0 0 0

HighPerf 0 0 0 0 0 0

PowerSave All frames dropped (100%)

ComponentOpt 0 95 37 0 94 0

CoScale 0 58 0 0 17 0

MEF 0 3 3 0 12 0

MGF 0 3 4 0 10 0

SDT 0 3 9 0 12 0

K&H 0 3 4 0 10 0

Optimal 0 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE VI: Frames dropped (in %) for different policies.

components other than CPU cores. However, for the Facebook

app, OracleCPU is only 2% worse than optimal. This is

because the application is core bound, and thus CPU cores

consume the major part of energy. Note that, this policy does

not miss any frame deadlines since all the components other

than CPU are running at highest frequency.

Among the independent multi-component DVFS policies,

as expected, HighPerformance and OnDemand policies

are among the highest energy consumers of all the governors

shown, while they guarantee the best performance. On the

other hand, while PowerSave and ComponentOptimal

policies conserve more energy than the Optimal case, they

do less work because they drop a significant fraction of frames,

as can be seen in Table VI.

For the domain-unaware coordinated policies, we focus on

CoScale2. As shown previously in Figure 10, the degradation

tolerance value selected can have a significant impact on

energy efficieny and performance characteristics. We chose the

tolerance value for CoScale in 3 ways, tuned for – performance

(in Skype and Youtube), energy efficiency (in VideoRecord

and Facebook) and balancing both (in VideoPlay, Angrybirds

and MPGame)3. Correspondingly, we see no frame drops in

the case of performance, close to optimal energy consumption

with energy efficienct tolerence value, and the balanced case

strikes a middle-ground. Please note that, although CoScale

algorithm can select the best available frequency combination

for different IPs, it performs sub-optimally due to not being

able to effectively use all the slack for each frame because of

the reasons explained in Section IV-E.

Next, we analyze our greedy policies: MEF, MGF and

SDT. We find that SDT performs better than or equal to MEF

and MGF in all cases. While all three focus on the maximum

energy consuming component in some form, SDT is the only

one which considers the time contribution of the component

towards the slack consumed.

Finally, let us analyze the energy efficiency and performance

of the K&H compensation policy. Overall, we observe that our

greedy and K&H policies are within 9% of the optimal; which

is 22% and 23% better respectively, than the Android default

OnDemand governor. Further, in almost all cases, K&H is

more energy-efficient than CoScale for an iso-performance

scenario. We note that CoScale can be tuned for energy effi-

ciency, by selecting a high performance degradation tolerance,

in which case it will be very energy-efficient (in some cases

within ∼1% of Optimal) but at the cost of higher frame drops.

For example, in case of VideoRecord and Facebook,

we see that the energy consumption of CoScale is close

to Optimal. However, from the performance perspective,

2For CoScale, we set the performance degradation value (for each
application) to strike a trade-off between energy-efficiency and performance.

3While we ran CoScale with different tolerance values for all applications,
we present a representative subset of results here for brevity.
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CoScale performs much worse than our policies in those

applications, as shown in Table VI.

To understand the reason why K&H is better than Greedy,

let us consider Figure 16, which shows the dynamic nature of

these two policies over a duration of 40 frames in YouTube

app. Particularly, note the VD frequency variations across

these policies. We observe that K&H pushes VD (an energy

efficient component) to higher frequencies (than SDT) and

saves memory (a high-energy consuming component) from in-

creasing its frequency. This is because K&H pushes some low-

energy consuming/high-slack providing components to higher

frequency, and keeping other components at lower frequency.

We wish to stress that, although the energy improvements from

K&H seem marginal overall, it outperforms the greedy policies

in frame-drop rate (shown in Table VI), particularly when there

are multiple concurrent flows happening (e.g., Skype).

Based on the above analysis, one can clearly conclude that

domain-aware coordinated energy management policies have

an edge over the rest of the policies.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Minimizing energy consumption in mobile devices is critical

to improve battery life. Current DVFS techniques are sub-

optimal as they do not take into account – the voltage-

frequency states of the multiple IPs and the application charac-

teristics such as available slack time per frame in a coordinated

fashion. Towards this, we present coordinated, multi-IP and

slack-aware DVFS policies to minimize the overall system

energy with minimal performance impact. Our experimental

evaluations show that our DVFS policies saves on average

∼23% energy across the system, and is within ∼9% of a

theoretically-optimal policy. We believe this is the first paper

that presents a slack-based, coordinated DVFS framework for

energy management in handheld platforms, an area that is

relatively little explored compared to server platforms.
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